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the haudling cif the camera; read this
short and simple booklet with care
and you rvill understand how to make
full use of the mechanical advantages
given to you, thus you will be certain
of a picfure from each exposure.

l ' ig .  2 .  OPening tbe Inos I I

Opening crnd Shutting
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Fig. .3. Pushing home the leDs earrier

The closing of
moment's work.
depressed by the
the lens cariier
it rvill go. The

the camera is also a
The lever b (fig. B) is
right-hand thumb hnd

pushed back as far as
strut is automatically

H,
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reler€'d and the base-board can be
st'ut without further ado (fig.  ). The
new folding lens carrier remains firm-ly
anehored on the base-board when the

Fig. a..  Closing the base-board

camera is shut so that damage need
not be feared. .

Focussing ond lr is dioPhrogm

The focussing of the INOS II is a
completely new departure in camera

trt* 
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way you can prepare for the right

moment quickly and rvithout attrac-
trng attention.

Around the eircumference of the knob 3
the distanees from B,b ft. to i"f initv
are so.-engraved that they ean be seen
rrom the baek of the camera (f ig. b).

I

Fig.  5 .  Foeuss ing
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If you turn the knob so that the hori-
zontal 8, the sign of infinity is
opposite the small arrow head on the
camera body, with the zLI'i 'XStlu"
size, everything will be sharp at full
aperture that is more than 80 ft. from
the camera. With the 2Llr" X 4"1o"
camera, the sharpness extends from
93 ft. to infinity. When photographing
nearer objects, the distance must be
judged (you should practise this) and
the knob turned until the corresponding
figure is' opposite the arrow [ead. O-f
course you can adjust this between two
figures if necessary.

The Voigtlhnder Anastigmat Lenses,
Heliar and Skopar with which the
INOS II is equipped, are so constructed
that they give at full aperture an abso-
lutety sharp image on the film of
every object in the focussing plane.
All the objects to be included in the
picture are, horvever, seldom in the
same plane. If it is necessary that
both near and distant objects are
sharply defined on the film at the same
time, we need "Depth of Focus" which

,- and this is true for any lens - can
only be achieved by "stopping down".

J
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For this reason there is the Iris
$iaphr.agm . which is controlled by the
lever 19 (fig._6 and Z) moviog onei" the
aperture scale which is beneath the
lens on the Compur Shutter. The
smaller the stop number the larger
the aperture anA the values are "so
ct_rosen that the next smaller opening
always needs double the exposure oi
the one immediately precedin$ it. When
you stop down you increase the ex-
posure necessary so that a compro-
mise must often be arrived at betdeen
these trvo.

It is the photographers task to so
adjust the focussing and the Iris dia-
phragq that .-all 

-important 
objects,

particularly those lying near 
" 

the
,q.?mera, _are within the sharp zone.
This problem is simptified by'consul-
ting the depth of fotus tabl6 on the
base-board which is arranged on the
co-ordinate system. In the left-hand
vertical column are the distances in
f_eet, and in the top horizontal column
lh". stop _values. If you go along the
horizontal column opiositd a particular
distance until you airive at thb vertical
column below a certain stop value, the

" ' i-.,-&ry=
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figures you find here represent the
zone of sharpness in feet that this par-
ticular focus and stop value give you.

"Close-ups" wirh the Focqr.' lens

The nearest distance at which you
can normally focus with the INOS II
is 3,5 feet. If you wish to get still nearer
to the subject, thus increasing the
scale of the picture, you need do nothing
more than push a Portrait or Wide-angle
Focar lens on to the front cell of the
lens. The portrait Focar lens is for
portraits and still life with the objects
from 40 inches to 20 inohes, whilst the
wide angle F ocar lens is for objects
from 20 inches to 13% inehes. so that
still greater scale pictures can be made
of plants, animals and other small
things.

When using the F ocar lenses, the
exposure remains the same as for the
normal use of the lens under the same
conditions. The focal length of the lens
is just a little shortened so that
without lengthening the extension
the following close ups are possible.

10 i
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Portrait F oear lens
No. 52 for Skopar and Heliar F /4.5

INOS I I  3I I , ,X2' IU
No. 53 for Skopar and Heliar F l4.g

INOS II 4t loX}rl ,
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Wide-Angle X'oear Iens
No.30 for Skopar and Heliar Fl4.b

INOS II BrlqXZtln
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The Portrait Focar Lenses can be
used at full aperture for portraits;
with the wide angtre Focar Lens,
however, one is well advised to stop
down somewhat on account of the
depth of focus. The distance must
n aturally be very accurately judged, it
is best to measure the distance from
the middle of the lens (Iris Dia-
phragm). With reference to parallax
in the finder picture turn to page 2l
of this booklet. Close-up Portraits are
best taken about three-quarters full
face so that the perspective is more
natural

Shutter
The camera is equiPPed with the

Embezet or Compur shutters.

Embezet Shulter
with deloyed-qction (fig.6)

The length of the exposure is con-
trolled by the adjusting dial 21 on the
edge of which the letters ?. -(long time
exposures) and B (short time expo-
sures) also the instantaneous speeds,
r 2

{
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(lroo, tluo and rf 2s SeC.) ale
The _ speeds arg engraved
numbers, so that they can
easily read.

engraved.
as whole
be more

Fig.  6.  Embezet Shutter

fnshntaneous Exposures
By turning it to the left or right the

dial 21 is so adjusted that the required
speed is exaetly over the pointer. Now
the shutter is ready for the exposure
and can be released either by pressing
the lever 18 or the wire release which
has been screwed in the nipple t,7.

l3
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Time Exposuros
The dial is turned so that the letter B

is- over_ the pointer. By pressing the
wire release or the lever 18. the shutter
is opened and remains open as long as
the pressure is exercised. If you urish
to expose for instance three seconds,
you should count as follows, *One little
second, Two little seconds, Three little
seconds". At one, press the release,
and at the end of "Three little seconds"
relieve ;ire pressure.

If the letter ? is over the pointer, the
shutter is opened by the first move-
ment of the lever or wire release. and
is shut by a second pressure on either
of these. This position is used for
exposures that will last for minutes (for
example, Night Pictures) and when
working with flashlight.
Delayed-action deviee

With the instantaneous speeds (1l1oo,
tlw, t lzusec.), the shutter can be made
to release itself automatically through
the delayed-action device, so that you
can photograph yourself. After the
exposure has been set to the correct
speed, the lever 20 with red knob is
l4 '
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depressed as far as it will go. you can
then press the release in-the normal
way which starts the delayed-action
and the shutter is operated- after an
interval of ten or eleven seconds.

lf -tftg delayed-action device is pre-
pared for an exposure which for some
r_eason you do not wish to make, you
shogld press the palm of your hind
against the front of the lens mount,
when you can release the shuttei
without the film being exposed. The
delayed-action device 

- 
shoula not be

left set.

Compur Shutter
with deloyed-octlon (fig. Z)

The shutter is surrounded by the
revolving ring 21 on which the letiers ?
(long time exposure), B (short tine
exposure), and the instantaneo,us expo-
sures from 1 to llzuosec. are engrav-ed.
The instantaneous speeds are not en-
graved as fractions but as whole num-
bers so that they are easier to reacl.
fnstantaneous exposures

By_trgnjng the ring 21 the required
speed is brought opposite the pbinter

15



above the word "Voigtlander". The
speeds from 1 to Llroo sec. are all on the
same cam so that the shutter can be
set between any two numbers for
speeds such as Llru which is between

2 0

1 7

2 L

Fig.  Z.  Compur Shutter

t leo and I I too sec. The shutter must not,
however, be set between Llroo and thd
highest speed nor betwee n B and 1 sec.
The shutter is set by pressing the
lever 16 to the right (seen from the
front) as far as it will go. In the ordi-
nary way it does not matter whether
you set the speed or the tension first.
16
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It is, however, better when usine the
highest speed to set the ring beforl the
shutter is tensioned, as setting the ring
to this speed after the shutteihas beei
tensioned is rather difficult. The
shutter can be released either by
pressing the lever 18 or the wire
release screwed into the nipple 1?.

Time exposures
The shutter must not be tensioned for

timg exposures, the tensioning lever 16
is locked when the ring is- set to T
and B and if it is forced the shutter
will be damaged. If the letter B is over
the index the shutter will open when
pressure is exerted on the wire release
or the lever 18 and remain open as
long as the pressure is continued. If
you wish to expose for instance three
seeonds, ,you should count as follows,'One little second, Two little seconds,
Three little seconds". At *one" press
the release and at the end of "fhree
little seconds" relieve the pressure.

If the letter ? is over the pointer, the
shutter is opened by the first move-
ment of the lever or wire release and
is shut by a second pressure on either

t 7
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of these. This position is used. for
exposures that will last for minutes
(for_ example, night pictures) and rvhen
working with flashlight.

Delayeil-action device

-I_f yo" wish to take a photo of your-
self the shutter should first be sei and
tensioned as above, then the knob 20
on the top of the shutter should be
pushed in the direction of the engraved
arrow when the lever 16 can be moved
further to the right, thereby tensioning
the delayed-action device.

As with an ordinary exposure either
the lever 18 or the wire release is
pressed, this sets the delayed-action in
motion and the shutter will open after
an interval of about 12 seconds. The
exposure will be that which is indicated
on the ring above the index. The
d.elayed-action deviee cannot be used
with the highest speeil.

Finders
The camera is equipped with two

different finders which give the correct
picture for full size as well as when
the small picture insert is being used.

. 1 8
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Frame Finder (direct vision finder)
This consists of the actual frame 11
(fig. 1) rvith a black steel mask for
small pietures and the second part with
a smaller opening whieh is known as
diopter. If the frame is lifted bv the
lip pointing towards the back oi the
cam,era it will spring up at right angles
to the side of the cameia and the dlop-
ter.automatically assumes the correct
posrtron.

When taking pictures in normal size
the steel mask is sloped towards the
diopter as seen in fig.8a. You find the
corr_ect picture by looking through the
small opening of the diopler from such
a distanco that its sides coincide with
those of the frame (fig.s).

When taking small pictures the steel
mask is lilted and pushed inside the
frame (fig.8b). Onli the sides of the
diopter have to coincide with the sides
of the black steel mask. The upper
and- lower parts of the diopter 

-ind

steel mask do not coincide. The mask
itself shows the proper picture limits'rvhen holding the ey:e in such a posi-

t t .



tion that on looking through the diopter
the outer, nickelled, smaller sides are
just seen.

Even if it sounds a little complicated
and uncomfortable to work with the
frame finder this method has the great

& b

Fig. 8. How to look through^the frame finder

advantage that, because the camera is
held at the same height as the eyes,
the pers'pective of the picture is the
same as that to which we are
accustomed.
2 0

t
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As the frame finder and brilliant

finder are of necessity mounted to the
side of and respectively above the lens,
t4e picture seen is slightly offset from
that actually projected on the film when
the subject is very close to the camera;
this is known as "parallax". This fact
must be especially considered when
gsing the portrait or wide angle Focar
lenses. You see at the side of the frame
finder away from the camera a little
more than aetually comes on the nega-
tive. The amount that the picture-is
offset is about 1/a of its size a[ +0 inches
to t/u at 73Llz inches, and it is the same
with the brilliant finder but in a diago-
nal direction. If you focus up a few
times with the unloaded cameia and a
piece of ground glass, you will soon
solve all the problems of parallax so
that you need not give it undue con-
sideration.

Brilliant tr'inder (Reflex Finiler)
For pictures taken at chest level you

can use the brilliant finder 10 (fig. 1).
The picture should be viewed from
above from about 10 inches and it is
particularly important that the eye is

. t l
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directly over the centre of the finder.
When the camera is held horizontally
the brilliant finder must be turned at
right angles.

Fig.9 shows how you
the edges of the vertical or

distinguish

Yertieal llorizontal

Fig. 9. Bril l iant f inder pietures

picture. For the practically square
small size pictures you can take the
four points of the mask as giving the
corners of the picture.

It is easier and more accurate to
work with the Voigtlander Finder Mag-
nifier No. 6 (only for 2tln" XBL|n" Inos)
which has a special mask for the small
pictures and at the same time enlarges

horizontal

0'

I\
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th... iTugg about three times. If you' wiph to have a finder magnifier "for
normal size, without the smill picture
pTk,you shorLld order the Voigt-l;;A;;
rrnder maqnifier . .1,{.orb (Zt1o,7ygr1ni

, J*o.).9I No.z (z't{'_X+yi; i"o6i ni"' 
Yugoifier is_so'smati ihai-when bror"Ait can.eas3ly be carriecl in the waist_coaipocKet. ln use it is pushed over thebrilliant finde_r and heid q"it" close toth.e eye (fig. 12). It can ne'iocussed forau eyes by moving the nickel tube.

Holding the comero

__Jf--ry1r1 _pielu1es are to be successful,tne.way you hold the camera rs rmpor-tant. As there_is 4ot always very niuchtime for thought before an L*poiure, itis a good idea-.to practise the necessarymovements with the camera unloaded,
,a until everything can be done rvithoutj: l|:lltry, , wrretie-' vir- uiJ'"sing the

i,lll^tr .plgt-n"" mash or not has very

If iiil'**+X4""""**r ;.{'td;i.Ttr
are made with the ;;*;;;lorizonrat
and horizontal pictures wiif, tn" camera



vertical that is, exactly opposite to the
normal size pictures.

The best rmay to hold the camera can
be seen in fig. 10, 11 and 12. The most
important thing is to hold the camera
stiil, as the slightest shake in the ca-

Fig. 10. Yertical picturo with the frame find'er

mera during exposure results in double
outlines in the pieture.

As you are opening the camera and
focussing you should lake uP a firm
position. When using the frame finder
the back of the camera is rested against

24
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!4* bridge of the nose and the forhead.
ff you prefer the brilliant finder, the
camera should be pressed against the
chest. The camera must b; held so
that the side edges are vertical other-
wise everything will be crooked in the

pictur.e, further, when buildings are in
l|g picture, the camera must never be
trlted. upwards or downwards, as this
will result in all the vertical lines run-
ning together.

i't

The shutter is most
released with the thumb

comfortably
on the lever

Fig. 11. I lorizontal picture with the frame find,er



13 
'(fig. 

10, 11) you must holvever - as
with a rifle - find the release position
and then press smoothly without a ierk.
If you find that you are moving the ea'
mera when releasing with this lever,

Fig.  12

Picture with brilliant finder and find.er magnifier

you hat better use the wire release
(fig. 12) which should be held, in a
gentle curve so that the movement of
the hand is not transf erred to the
e.amera.
2 6 www.orphancameras.com
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Exposures of 1/2b th sec. and shorter
can ,q'!lte easily be made out of thenano. lr you 

|*uu.to..expose longer, thecamera must stand still so that ybu'will
e_ither use the leg 1b (fig. f ,i'io standthe camera on a tible oi, 6trr6" flut ,rlr-face, 9q thg camera should te screweO' on a tripod. For_ th9 latter eventuatity
two bushes are built_into the-camera,
on_e in the base-board. and one in theside of the body (4, fig. il. Sno"fd thescrew on the tripod be too long. it mustbe shortened or a wasler-'rir"st bepl-aced underneath the ,u-""u-us it isotherwise possible to d;*ug" thethread.

looding the Inos l l 
'

_ Now that we understand all the me-chanism of the Inos II,;;-r* ou., ooto the loading with' rotmlml Thisoperation ean b6 undertaken i-n jaytight
as the actual tifyr, is protected by manylayers of -light tight daper. 

-',%i'snoutd

nor _ load the camera in brilliant
sunshine, but at least in--your ownshadow. '

. Ig .9pen the film chamber you must. .hold the camera with t[e ,tghi G"d

.  2 7  
i i _ -



from the front and with the left hand
the carrying handle (fig. 13), lhen with
the first finger of the right-hanq y-ou
can release 

- 
the lock 7 (fig. 13) bY

pushing it sid eways jn the direction of
the arrow, when the back of the camera

Fig.  13. Opening the { ihn ehambers

can easilY be oPened bY Pulling the
carrying handle. In tle toP film cham-
ber 

-theire 
is on the left hand side a

knob 8 (fig. 14) which, when pulled out
and turned either right or left, remains
in this position so that the round pin

,^--,..- . 28
)\r
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is rvithdrawn from the inside of the
film chamber.

, On Jhu risht hand side of the top film
chamber there is a convenient film tur-
ning knob 2 (fig. I4). This has on the
inside a key which transfers the move-

tnent of the knob to the spool. If you
pgll the knob outwards the key also
disappeaTs from the film chamber, it
cannot, horvever, be arrested in this
position. So you must hold the filnr tur-
ning knob out rvhen you can push the

l - ig .  14 .  Iuser t i r ig  the  empty  spoo l

2 9



empty spool into the film chamber'quite
easily (fig. 1 ). One thing you must be
careful about is, that the end of the
spool with the slot in it is toward the
film winder, also that the film spool is
placed in the camera quite parallel. If
you now let the knob 8 spring back into
position, and turn the film turning knob
a few times to the right the key will
automatically find the slot in the film
spool, and the two will be definitely
connected.

The bottom film chamber, by the
hinge of the back, has trvo knobs 6 and
14 (fig.1) that can be drawn out and
twisted as above. Here you must insert
the new film spool so that it lies with
the point of the safety paper appearing
on the outside, that is the hinge side of
the film chamber, so that the bottom
spool turns in the same direction as
the empty spool at the toP. As You
press the spool lightly against the
spring in the film chamber you can
release the knobs and the pins will hold
the spool firmly.

Now remove the seal of the new spool
with your finger nail and draw the
safety paper as far as the toP spool
30
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ehamber. u.here the point should be
inserted in the long side of the slot in
tlr" empty spool (fig. 15) making sure
that the paper rlrns absolutely parallel.

f  ig.  15.  Fix ing the safety paper

If everything is correct, the back of
the camera should be closed, by care-
fully pressing the trvo halves together.

3r/r  x2l lE or 2t l rx 4r ln pictures

When taking pictures in normal size
only the lower of the two red windorvs
in the back of the camera should be

3 1



used. Having inserted the film, the
winder should be slowly turned until
after about 10 to 15 turns a hand, some
dots, and lastly the figure 1 appears in
the lower window. The camera is nou'
ready for the first picture. For the
second and every other picture the
film turning knob must be turned until
the figures from 2 till 8 have appeared
in the lower window. You wilt be well
advised to turn to the next number
immediately after each exposure, be-
fore the lens carrier is pushed back
into the body as it is possible for the
film to become scratched bv the

g

bellows.

Using the smoll  picture insert
If instead of eight pictures in nor-

mal size you would like sixteen small
pictures on one spool, you must use
the small picture insert which is made,
of spring steel and is placed in the
picture opening between the two film
chambers before loading the camera
(fig. 16).
' You must open the back of the ca-'mera and the base-board so that the
3 2
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folds
way.
mask
small
rvhen

of, the bellou's do not get in the
Then the recessed edge of the
are simply placed under the
sides of the picture opening

the side pieces of the mask will

Fig.  16. fnsert ing the smal l  p ieture mask

automatically fall into the recesses on
the sides of the picture opening.

When taking pictures with this mask,
the strip of film is used rvith practi-
eally no waste so that there is very
Iittle room between each picture. You
must therefore be careful that the
numbers are accurate in the filrn

D O



windows. It is particularly important
that the film should be wound on to
the next number u'ith the bellows
extended as the folds of the bellows
press against the mask and this rn'ould
then probably scratch the film.

For the first picture the film must be
wound until the number 1 is in the'
bottom r,vindow. Having exposed the
first picture the film is rvound until the
same number 1 is in the top window-
The difference between using the nor-
mal size and the small size, is, that
eaeh of the numbers one to eight is
exposed first in the lower window and
for the next pieture in the top window,

Toking the fi lm out of the cctmero
When you have exposed the whole

film, wind it on until the end of the
safety paper has gone past the windou'
and the film is all on the top spool. You
can't *overwind" anything doing this-

The baek of the camera is now
opened as explained under "loading"
(fig. 13) then hold the end of the safety
paper with the left hand and turn the
rvinding knob a little further so that
31
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the film is tightly rvound, but not too
much as you might then scratch the
film, rvhile a too loosely reeled film
lets the light in at the edges. Now pull
out the knob B and turn it slightly so

that it stops there. Then take hold of
the film rvith the tips of the thumb and
middle finger (fig. 17) at the same time
holding the end of the paper with the
first finger so that the spool does not
unroll, the winding knob is now drawn
out and the spool ean be removed from

tl,

J O

l ' i g .  17 .  Remov ing  the  exposed spoo l



the chamber without further difficulty.
The spool is now sealed with the piece
of gummed paper that you will find
ready prepared.

AII this can be done in daylight, but
rr it is naturally better not to do it in

direct sunlight but at least in your own
shadow. The best way to pack the
exposed film is to wrap it up in the
paper and to put it in the carton of the
new film, so as to avoid rnixing up
exposed with unexposed films, you
should make some mark on the box.
The empty spool in the bottom film
chamber is now moved up to the top
chamber.

Exposure

A Voigtliinder Exposure Calculator is
included with every Inos Camera and
can easily be carried in your pocket.
The advantage of this Exposure Calcu-
lator as o'pposed to others of the same
type is that there is only one slide to
be moved in order to find the correct
exposure without reckoning. The expo-
sure values are liberal so that under
exposure need not be feared.
36
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Voigrl i inder
Yellow
Filters

A u'hite heavl'
sky, black florvers,
grey fruit blossom
against the dead
rvhite sky, pale,

expressionless eyes and heavy freckles
are things that no one rvishes to see in
their pictures. The colours of nafure
rvill only have the right tone values in
your pietures, if you use really ortho-
chromatic f i lms. Be sure, therefore,
that your films have not only "Ortho-
chrornatic" printed on the box, but
really are colour sensit ive.

The orthochromatism of the fi lm can-
not be fully uti l ised unless the blue
rays are to a certain extent cut dorvn
by a yellou' filter. Do not take any
filter but be sure that you have a Voigt-
liinder Yellorv Filter rvhich is in a
speeial mount to fit over the lens of
vor l r  I t {OS I I .  General lv vou u' i l l  use
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the "Mornent" filter which inereases the
exposure to about double so that instan-
taneous exposuies are often possible.
The "Normal" filter requires an expo-
sure of about 5 X normal and should
only be usecl rvhen particulably strong
correetion is required. 

,
To conclude

We want you to get the best possible
results frorn your Iios Camera 

^and 
this

aim can best be achieved step by step.
We rvould therefore advise you to give
the developing and printing of your
films to your dealer - at least at the
beginning -. The correct development
of a film is the most certain test for" the mastery of exposure technique.
The exposure - and we must always
remember this - is the foundation of
the photographic picture. If you have
any difficulties, your dealer rvill be
very pleased to help you.

P r i n t e d ,  i n  G e r m a n y

{r
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Ddm Gebraudr der FIIter tsl folgendes zu beadrlen:

bewtrkt elne letdrte Btau -

;*'trglp i: 
u"1rviiffionarnpen-

Ftlter Nr. :l, mttileres Gelbfill
herrsclen yon blauen T6nen

FII_lcr Nr, 4, ctortes Gelbfilteq
d6tnpfungL dEnet sldr fiir
nahmen rnll viet Blatr, sowle f
Dunst. .

Tftr#'# ,.*#:ssrenaac r(Gr saill$|IlerTor Und dEmpfr dsg Blau sehr stark.Frr Agfa-Materlal gelten folgende V;tt6g;.Gri"i*"ren ;Bet Tagec[dlt Gebfilter
o t2945

Chrorno-lsolar 
' 

t2 "-f*-T-
Ch ro rno . l so rap ld t , 2z i i s6
U l t r a -Speda lZ4 i1p rc r0
Andresa 

,,'rr 
1,2 2 , i' s 6Anmteudb rZS6C.o2o-t"urhottfitm z ,,5 i 72 td z$Dag J*q- Flllcr glbt bel, {.o"*r Beltdrtungs zett eineIorrr{sflge Aufnaiune-rnit .liia-ponplafie oder -panfilm.

5H#ryiytFf."=q ;rr$i;ffi ffih,,*
I!'?ilii&:i trsr;1,*,H1ffix;:' sonnlsen rvrnrer-
hlf, 2' (s
--r6lll*tt ien bel
Nr, Ig tsr
Na to dr

hmprk r



rffiAG rfruc6TFi 1TER 
xtEffiF

Edm Gebraudr der Ftlter tst forgendes ,u beadrten:

e

e
tr
tr

Fllter N'. o, $ap':d_-Gglbfi[cr, bewtrkt grng lerdrte Btau-,,$1T&9T,,:*,t"#ej[aqg:#_u:,*,iT$f*?-,ffi
des Blau-und .Fr6frigJ';'-wiiti,lra"ffi 

-c"u 
und Griin.-Flller Nr. t,- helte-s 

-dorbfirid-dtft;;Ai'a1e 
Normatfitfer em-pfehlen unA lst alJ t-inri.l,riel-,Gl-rb;il, ftir hodrorrhodrro-maltsrhes Maferlal. 

- ---e- -v'x-{er

Filler Nr. r, rni{l-eres Gelbfilter, das _ ber ,stfirkerem vor-herrschen von brauen T6ne" v-.t"'Iiia,i"g findef.Flller Nr. 4' starkei 
-Gttfiit"'. 

ffi;t;fi-ritri"tei*s" Btau-ddrnpfung, elgrq rh 
-fq - 

iunir&in - 
""a 

cem6rdeauf_
ts*T_:" 

mn viir Brau, .*owre ffl, iiffi';i"ri." rn* srairr riiu.*
nryCr- ttr. !J, C: :tlt---t.'=1t?; R;;- iisftrs r,;,"6i ilf$3*t r-"?*"gffi'r*l 

ffi r" n
F{lr Agta-Matertat gelten fotse-1 $e V.rGig.*ngsfa}*oren :Bel Tageeltdrt 

'--e- 
Gelbfiltero_ t2145'Chromo-Irolar 'l: 

ffi-*4 - 
s._-_- 6-Chromo . I so rap ld t , 2z t4s6

U l t r a -Spec la l z4g12  
l d toAnd resa tAz t4s6

Anq teu r f i h r256g ] | - 2o
"fortraltftm z 3,5 i 12 t6 20. Dql Pan - Flller gtbt bel 

"JrUuA., 
RrouJrirtisll'L"m*-r11di"-fl',||l*ij"?:l9i5;fi n-jteineF[ r Aufn a h.g9n Tt Agra--Fgrben3ri atr*n r trt u erford erlr dr :

"i..rli"Tl;1nati rsl oii" w_.'rs.*-'i.il;:T ii., sogentrdri su
Nr' 2t '"rortsr 

,4Fn! zzt- euruarrrnin yon sonnlgen Wnter-
^,luor9j";*:1t*,1:i;rk^pli,ilr Htmmet. 

sonnlgen WrnNTi#i"!;t::Sldff cfi 6r_I:fiTi;il"nen4rrnFrerenbel
ryi.i;s"ilia"#'fi,:ffs,fi m?f il*i**5".dHr."i"'d;'"""'
"tr'-,:3"11' nritter 

rui F;;#;iaffen bei N|traphouampen-
t,.1,f;.=y-*X*;"t{,'iir,- rnahmcn !n|t $S*udrgtoepga, ,; :
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